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PRODUCT NAME
ITEM CODE #

UPC CODE #

SOUTHWEST TEXTURES TEXTURE PAINT

400-02 (2 Gallon) MESA SMOOTH   401-02 (2 Gallon) DESERT SAND
402-02 (2 Gallon) AZTEC MEDIUM   403-02 (2 Gallon) ROUGH ADOBE

017581 40002 (Mesa Smooth)  017581 40102 (Desert Sand)  
017581 40202 (Aztec Medium)  017581 40302 (Rough Adobe)       
Do not thin!  

Dolomitic Limestone/Crystalline Silica

A ready-mixed, easy to use alternative wall and ceiling treatment that provides a variety of custom 
finishes over most interior surfaces. Southwest Decorative Texture is excellent for filling hairline cracks, 
pores and other surface defects  Decorative designs, including swirl, stipple, roller and brush effects, 
can be created easily.

SURFACE PREPARATION: Small cracks or rough surfaces can easily be textured over without 
time-consuming patch work. Surface must be sound, clean and dry. Use a stiff bristle brush to remove 
dirt, dust, loose plaster and paint. Remove any gloss from surface to be coated by sanding. New 
wallboard, water-stained areas, and patches should all be sealed with a quality primer/sealer prior to 
texture application. NOTE: Wallpaper and adhesive must be removed prior to application. Failure to do 
so may result in loss of adhesion, paper separation from wall, or bleeding-through of old wallpaper 
paste or glue.

MATERIAL PREPARATION: Mix thoroughly before using, stirring with a lifting motion. If a thinner 
consistency is desired, add clean water in small amounts not to exceed 8 oz.-12 oz. per container.  DO 
NOT OVERTHIN PRODUCT! Overthinning may result in excessive shrinkage, edge cracking, reduced 
bond, and generally poor working characteristics. 

May be applied with a medium nap or looped texture roller, trowel or texture brush. Apply a thick coat to 
small areas (approximately 4' by 4'), making sure to thoroughly and evenly cover the working surface.  
After the initial area is coated, immediately apply a second coat and finish to desired texture. Make sure 
to work in sections no larger than 4' by 4' so that you can easily smooth out unwanted patterns and to 
ensure that adjoining areas are blended before material sets up. ROOM TEMPERATURE: Should be 
above 50° F (10° C) during application and drying time.

HELPFUL HINTS: Practice on a sample surface until you are satisfied with texture appearance.  Almost 
anything can be used to create attractive, unique and professional textures-- just use your imagination! 
NOTE:  Southwest Decorative Texture is not warranted washable.  For durability and washability, apply 
a quality interior latex or oil base paint as a final decorative coat. For interior use only!

Approximately 40-60 square feet per gallon depending on texture desired, surface being covered and 
method of application. Porous surfaces will require more material to cover than will non-porous 
surfaces.

Wash hands and tools with soap and water.
 
2-gallon plastic pails.
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